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Part I – West vs. East
Studies conducted by the Alaska Fisheries Science Center of the National Marine Mammal Laboratory have 
established that Steller sea lions have been disappearing at an alarming rate in Alaskan waters. Since the s, 
these marine mammals have experienced a severe overall decrease in population, but the decrease has not been 
uniform. Th e region from the Prince William Sound through the Aleutian Islands has observed an – 
decrease in the abundance of these creatures; this region contains the Western stock of Steller sea lions, as 
illustrated in Figure . Th e Eastern stock, also seen in Figure , is located on the southeast coast of Alaska and 
its Steller sea lion population is increasing modestly (Figure ).

Figure 1. Distribution

Mystery in Alaska: 
Why Have All the 
Sea Lions Gone?

Credits: Figure  courtesy of the Alaska Fisheries Science Center, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA). Photo of Stellar sea lions in Resurrection Bay by Frank Kovalchek, Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 License.
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Figure 2. Steller Sea Lion Populations

Estimated numbers of Steller sea lions (all ages) in Alaska from 1956 to 2000 
(from Trites & Larkin, 1996; A.W. Trites, unpublished data). Figure used with 
permission of the North Pacifi c Universities Marine Mammal Research Consortium.

Th ere is particular concern regarding the Western stock of sea lion pups. Most of these juveniles don’t survive 
more than three years and therefore many do not reach sexual maturity, which occurs in males between  to 
 years of age and in females at an average age of . years (Pilcher, ). Because of their small size, the sea 
lion pups are more vulnerable to changes in their environment and are less able to adapt to these changes. 
While they have higher energy needs for growth and development, the pups are inexperienced hunters, 
ineffi  cient at catching prey, and largely dependent on their mothers for survival.

Questions

. List several possible reasons for the decline of the Steller sea lion population.

. Can any of your reasons explain why the Western sea lion stock is decreasing and the Eastern stock is 
modestly increasing? If so, how?
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Part II –Pollock vs. Herring
Steller sea lions are powerful predators, feeding on almost any smaller fi sh found in their habitat. However, two 
fi sh comprise a majority of the sea lions’ diet: pollock and herring. Herring are small schooling fi sh that can 
be fed upon in large numbers. Contrastingly, pollock are larger, more solitary, and diffi  cult for the sea lions to 
catch and digest.

In , the Federal government, prompted by environmental groups that argued that the pollock 
population was declining in western Alaskan waters, introduced a ban on the commercial fi shing of pollock 
from the southwestern coast of Alaska through the Aleutian Islands. Th is ban altered the western waters’ 
ecosystem, but left that of the waters along the southeast Alaskan coast largely unchanged. While fi sh 
populations in the southeast remained unchanged, relative fi sh populations in the southwest fl ip-fl opped, 
with herring becoming less plentiful and pollock more abundant. (A portion of the fi sh community was 
salmon, and this remained unchanged with the change in fi shing regulations in both the southwest and 
southeast.)

As the ecosystem in southwest Alaskan waters changed, the population of the Western stock of Steller sea 
lions also changed. A census of the populations of pollock, herring, and the Western stock of Steller sea lions 
in southwest Alaska disclosed striking trends, which are illustrated in Figure . It was also observed that the 
Western stock exhibited a far higher pup fatality rate than that observed in the Eastern stock (Rosen, ).

Steller sea lions give birth to a single pup. Th e age of weaning for pups is variable, ranging from one to three 
years. While the pups suckle, they do not hunt and are dependent on their mothers for food (Alaska, ).

Th e data in Figure  show the trends in the relative numbers of pollock, herring, and sea lions (Th orne, ).

Figure 3. Population Trends

Graph based on based on Th orne, 2009.
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Questions

. How would the shift in fi sh populations (i.e., a decline in herring and increase in pollock in the 
southwest) aff ect the diets of the Western and Eastern stocks of Steller sea lions?

. Formulate a hypothesis that explains why the population of the Western sea lion stock is declining 
while that of the Eastern stock is increasing.

. Would the hypothesis that you have developed account for the higher pup mortality rate observed in 
the Western sea lion stock? How?

. Formulate and describe an experiment that could be used to test your hypothesis.
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Part III – Diet vs. Energy Requirements
An experiment was conducted at the Vancouver Aquarium Marine Science Centre to compare the relative 
eff ects of eating pollock and herring on Steller sea lions (Alaska Fisheries Science Center, ). Releasing live, 
swimming prey for sea lions to chase and capture in two very large tanks simulated the natural habitat of the 
Steller sea lions. Th e fi rst group of sea lions was placed in a tank where they preyed upon herring as their only 
food source. A second sea lion group preyed exclusively on pollock in an otherwise comparable second tank. 
Th e sea lions were allowed to eat as much of each of these types of fi sh as they desired. Th ose fed herring all 
gained weight during the course of the experiment while those consuming exclusively pollock all lost weight.

Th is experiment was then extended for the second group. Th is group’s diet was switched so that they ate 
strictly herring rather than pollock. Under these conditions, the sea lions reversed their weight loss and 
experienced a steady weight gain. It was also noted that sea lion pups exhibited the most dramatic weight 
losses and gains during each of these experiments.

Th e researchers compared the amount of energy available to the Steller sea lions when eating pollock to that 
available when they fed on herring. Pollock is a lean, low fat fi sh; it contains  fat and  protein and 
 carbohydrate. Herring is a fatty fi sh; it contains  fat,  protein, and  carbohydrate (Donnelly, 
). It was also found that the larger pollock is a more diffi  cult fi sh for the sea lions to digest than the 
smaller herring.

Th is experiment highlighted the importance of meeting energy requirements for marine mammals to live 
healthy lives. Th ere are three general types of foods from which sea lions obtain energy: fats, carbohydrates, 
and proteins. Fats contain  calories per gram while proteins and carbohydrates aff ord only  calories per 
gram. To thrive, any species must consume food that provides enough net energy to sustain a healthy body.

Calculations

. Calculate the number of calories a sea lion would consume when eating  grams each of pollock and 
herring. Base your calculations on the fat, carbohydrate, and protein content of each of these fi sh.
a. Total calories per g of pollock = fat contribution + protein contribution + carbohydrate contribution
b. Total calories per g of herring = fat contribution + protein contribution + carbohydrate contribution

. Calculate the percent of calories obtained from fat, carbohydrate, and protein in both herring and 
pollock.

Questions

. Based on your calculations, which fi sh—pollock or herring—better meets the energy needs of the 
Steller sea lions?

. Since the sea lions in each tank were allowed to eat unlimited amounts of prey, why did they lose 
weight when eating pollock? Why could they not just eat more pollock to maintain or increase their 
weight?

. What is the signifi cance of the fact that the sea lion pups were aff ected more than the adults? Why were 
the pups especially impacted? Explain your reasoning.
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. Using all of the information and the inferences you have drawn above, clearly explain why the Western 
stock of the Steller sea lion population is decreasing while that of the Eastern stock has remained steady 
in the s and has increased modestly.

. Propose a measure or measures that could be implemented to reverse the decline in the Western stock 
of Steller sea lions. Would you expect both support and opposition to the measure that you propose? If 
so, where would the opposition and support for your proposal come from?
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Note

We have explored only one of the hypotheses that could account for the decline in the Western stock of Steller 
sea lions. Others exist that could also account for this decline. For example, a climate shift occurring in the 
region has also been proposed as a contributing cause (see Fritz and Hinkley, ). Time considerations 
prevent us from exploring these alternative proposals.
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